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Creative Freedom Through Targeted Acoustics
Overview
Introduction

The purpose of this course is for Owners, Architects, Contractors, and industry professionals
to understand the importance of room acoustics in building planning, and its impact on
healthcare, work productivity, and the learning environment.

Learning
Objectives

At the end of this course, learners will be able to:
• Discuss the negative impact of noise and the benefits of effective sound control
• Define industry standards for acoustical measurements and their relevance in design
• Create dynamic spaces through activity based design
• Discuss the importance of coverage and placement when designing for optimal acoustics
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
FactsAcoustics
& Activity

A building’s acoustics can have a large impact on the well-being, happiness, and
productivity of its occupants.

Simply speaking, any sound that is unwanted, or in excess, is “noise.”

A 20 Decibel Increase Can
Delay A Student’s Reading
Level By Eight Months

Acoustical
Challenges
In Education

Nearby Conversations Can
Drop Offices Productivity
Up To 66%

At 65 Decibels, Risk Of
Patient Heart Attack
Increases

Excessive background noise from HVAC systems, neighborhood traffic and classroom
equipment all contribute to rising sound levels, which have been documented to interfere
with the learning process and affect student performance. Studies show that better
classroom acoustics can improve reading scores and enhance the overall educational
experience for both students and teachers.
As much as 60 percent of all classroom activities involve spoken communication and
listening. With so much riding on the spoken word, the need for intelligible communication
without noise interruption is clear. Benefits of Effective Sound Control research and design
enhances the education environment, improving the learning experience and making
teacher-student communication more meaningful. In fact, many research studies have
analyzed the effects of noise and reverberation in the classroom and found that excessive
background noise and reverberation impedes learning by interfering with speech
communication.

When acoustics are improved, student test scores improve, especially for
word recognition and reading.

When classroom environments are designed to control and reduce noise, teachers
experience less vocal strain and fatigue and take fewer sick days. Meaningful verbal
exchanges with students increase, and teachers express greater satisfaction with their
work.

The well-designed classroom becomes a positive factor in recruiting and
retaining teachers.

Continued on next page
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
Acoustical
Challenges
In Education,
continued

Benefits of Effective Sound Control Design Creates:
 Appropriate acoustics, resulting in enhanced student
auditory perception
 Greater speech comprehension, leading to improved
language development
 Fewer distractions, resulting in enhanced concentration
 Better student reading scores
 Reduced teacher absenteeism due to vocal fatigue
 Higher teacher retention when classrooms are pleasant,
effective places to work
Learn More >>
Scan the QR code to learn more
about the acoustical challenges
in education

Continued on next page
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
Impact On
Intellectual
Performance

Effect of noise on intellectual performance.
By Weinstein, Neil D.
Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol 59(5), Oct 1974, 548-554
Abstract
Studied the effect of realistic noise levels on an intellectually challenging task. 33
undergraduates performed proofreading in quiet or with a background of intermittent
teletype noise (70 db). As predicted, noise Ss did not differ significantly from quiet Ss in
detecting spelling errors but were poorer at identifying grammatical errors. Contrary to
expectations, recall of the content of the proofreading passages was unaffected. Detailed
analysis revealed that Ss initially worked more slowly and less steadily during noise bursts
than during intervening quiet periods, but more accurately. Results are interpreted in terms
of the feedback available to the Ss and the strategies they adopted to cope with the
distraction. (15 ref) (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)
Citation
Weinstein, N. D. (1977). Noise and intellectual performance: A confirmation and
extension. Journal of Applied Psychology, 62(1), 104-107.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/0021-9010.62.1.104
Abstract
To confirm and extend the results of a previous investigation by the author (1974), 29
college students performed a proofreading task in quiet and in a moderate level of noise
consisting of a tape recording of radio news items. Corroborating earlier findings, it was
found that (a) noise significantly impaired the detection of grammatical errors ( p < .005);
(b) noise did not affect speed or the detection of spelling errors; and (c) within the noise
condition, Ss' proofreading was initially more accurate during the news-item portions of the
tape than during the quiet pauses in the tape between items ( p < .05). Questionnaire data
demonstrated that Ss were aware of changes in the speed at which they worked but not of
changes in their accuracy. This finding is interpreted as providing some support for the
contention that performance in the presence of noise depends on the strategy adopted by
the S to cope with the interference, a strategy strongly influenced by the availability of
feedback. A failure to identify personality correlates of distractibility is discussed in terms
of the uncertain reliability of situational tests of personality dispositions. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)
Continued on next page
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
Interruptions
= Lost
Performance
& Time

We are hardwired to pay attention when others are
speaking…to us or around us. We can all relate. How many times
have you been in the process of reading, while allowing yourself
to be interrupted? Suddenly you realize that you have read the
same content more than once, and still don’t understand what
you have read.
For every time we allow an interruption to our work, the brain actually needs
to start the process of calibration again from level zero. This is a huge loss in
time, and thus productivity.
Gloria Mark, Professor in the Department of Informatics at the University of California, Irvine,
studies the topic of “interruptions.” The results of her studies have found, that after a task
in interrupted*:
 About 82 percent of all interrupted work is resumed on the same day
 It takes an average of 23 minutes and 15 seconds to get back to the task
*Patterson, Kermit. (2008, July 28). Worker, Interrupted: The Cost Of Task Switching. Retrieved from
https://www.fastcompany.com/944128/worker-interrupted-cost-task-switching

Learn More >>
Scan the QR code to see the effect of
distractions and interruptions on work
productivity

Physical
Reaction To
Noise

We react to noise much like we did in the early stone age…fight or flight. Think about your
reaction when a waitress drops a tray of dishes or an ambulance, with siren on, passes by
you.
The chart below provides an example of how changes in Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
changes the rhythm of a heart rate.

Continued on next page
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
Acoustics In
Healthcare
Environments

Nowhere is it more important to reduce noise and stress than in healthcare facilities.
 Stressed out patients can’t rest or heal.
 Stressed out doctors and nurses make mistakes, suffer from burnout, and end up getting
sick themselves.
Creating low-noise, low-stress healthcare environments that allow patients to rest and heal
while enabling practitioners to work better is key. High noise levels in healthcare
environments have been shown to increase the likelihood of medical errors by critical care
personnel.
Sound-absorbing products allow doctors and patients to communicate, and
a quieter environment makes it easier for professionals to think clearly when
making life or death decisions.
A good acoustic environment can:
 Lower blood pressure
 Improve quality of sleep
 Reduce intake of pain medication
 Improve communication
 Lower stress levels
 Improve patient safety
 Enhance staff wellbeing, performance
and job satisfaction

Ceilings play multiple roles in ensuring the comfort and well-being of staff and patients in
healing environments. In addition to their impact on the overall aesthetic, ceilings are
integral to controlling noise, maintaining indoor air quality and influencing lighting and
energy use.
 Shorten recovery times with sound control
 Research has indicated that patients exposed to continuous noise experience anxiety,
elevated blood pressure, memory alteration, increased agitation, less pain tolerance and
even increased cholesterol. Beyond regulatory and code requirements for acoustic
controls, a well-designed acoustical environment can improve overall patient healing.
 Design for healthy indoor air quality
 Healthy product choices are paramount for healthcare spaces. CertainTeed provides
numerous low-VOC product options and ensures transparency with HPDs and EPDs
available on many products. Moisture resistant products also support healthy
environments by minimizing the threat of mold growth.
Continued on next page
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The Importance Of Acoustics, Continued
Acoustics In
Healthcare
Environments,
continued

Examples of acoustical considerations in healthcare can be found in the following locations:

Patient Rooms

Labs & Cleanrooms

Waiting Areas

High levels of sound absorption
keep rooms calm and restful for
patients, while high sound
blocking ensures health-related
conversation remains private.
Cleanable surfaces and high light
reflectance reduce replacement
and energy use.

Ceiling solutions must withstand
a rigorous hospital cleaning
regimen and be capable of
meeting clean room performance
standards (up to ISO class 3),
as well as provide sound
absorption and blocking.

Sound absorption achieved
through a combination of ceiling
and wall products facilitates a
calming atmosphere for patients
and families in potentially
stressful situations.

Corridors

High acoustic performance
including both sound absorption
and blocking is important to
keep extraneous noise confined
to the corridor, while high light
reflectance maximizes the
effects of lighting in often
windowless areas.

Neo0natal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU)

In addition to VOC-compliance,
exceptional sound absorption
is required to counteract the
high concentration of medical
equipment and protect the health
of tiny patients. Cleanability is
also an important feature.

Learn More >>
Scan the QR codes to learn more about acoustical
considerations in healthcare
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Lobby / Atrium

Large open spaces require
special attention to reducing
reverberation. Like most high
profile healthcare spaces,
design impact and Indoor
Air Quality are also key.

Form Vs. Function
The
Architect’s
Dilemma

“Designing A Workplace Is Simple, Surely.
You Need Desks, A Couple Of Meeting Rooms, Informal Spaces, Great Coffee!
How Difficult Can It Be?”

Wouters, Chanteal. “The Architect’s Dilemma”. Leesman®_review. Issue 23. p. 2. (04 July 2017). Retrieved from
www.leeesmanindex.com

Identifying
The Real
Need

Q.

Take a few moments to record your thoughts to the questions below.

Is the design of your workplace important to you?
Why?

YES

NO

Q.

Which activities do you feel are most important in your work?

Q.

Which physical features do you consider to be an important part of an effective workplace?

Continued on next page
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Form Vs. Function , Continued
The Reality
Of The
Responses

Leesman® measures how workplaces support those who use them, through a standardized
workplace effectiveness survey. They have gathered data from over 250,000 employees,
creating the largest global benchmark database of its kind; The Leesman Index.
Compare your responses, on the previous page, to the data reported by Leesman.

Q: Is the design of a workplace important?
A: 85% agree strongly that it is the most important!

Q: What activities are most important at work?
A: 93% agree strongly that it is their individual focused work.

Q: What are the features of an effective workplace?
A: 75% view noise level as important.

Note that only
31% are satisfied!

Continued on next page
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Form Vs. Function , Continued
The Impact
On Business

The cost of staff (salaries, benefits, etc.), typically accounts for 90% of the business
operating costs. Anything that impacts the productivity of the staff should be a concern for
the business.
Looking at the statistics below, coupled with the Leeman data, one can
summarize that acoustical design is vital to productivity, affecting 90% of a
structure’s occupants 62% of the time.

The Gap &
The Bridge

We have identified the form vs. function gap:
 The workplace is not meeting the need of the individual
 The problem is widespread with damaging impacts (health, learning, productivity, etc.)
We have also identified how to bridge the gap:

 Focus on the correct ceiling for the activity
 It’s time to think outside the grid!
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Creative Freedom & Acoustic Control
Creativity
Doesn’t Fit
In A Box

Many buildings are not acoustically optimized for their intended purpose. Wall-to-wall
ceiling is most often the best start, but in some cases this is not achievable.
If you cannot install a wall-to-wall ceiling, or simply don`t want to, there are three product
families that can support your design ideas, technical challenges and, construction based
limitations all while achieving improved sound environments:
 Clouds
 Baffles
 Direct-To-Deck Panels
You can boost the effectiveness of suspended ceilings and free-hanging Clouds and Baffles,
with the addition of Wall Panels.
Learn More >>
Scan the QR codes to be inspired by the
diversity of shape, color, space, and form
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Free Hanging Clouds
Creative
Applications

Clouds are the ultimate tool for acoustic
design freedom. Different colors, shapes
and sizes give designers hundreds of
options. And that’s just the product itself.
Consider positioning, angles, stacking and
layering, and the possibilities are as open as
the spaces.

Clouds can also be used with wall-to-wall
ceilings to boost noise control in areas
where a lot of people are speaking at the
same time, such as a call center, reception
area or restaurant. Adding lowered clouds
directly above tables or desks dramatically
reduces the overall noise level and sound
propagation.

Clouds of any shape and color can be
installed in layers, on angles, at any depth
you choose to create anything from
minimalist acoustic control to dramatic
sculptural installations.

Continued on next page
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Free Hanging Clouds, Continued
Creative
Applications,
continued

Available in 12 sizes, 10 standard shapes, and 16 standard colors, the premium painted
surfaces (on both sides and all edges) present a finished look from every angle.
Standard Colors

Installation

Standard Shapes

Acoustic clouds feature versatile installation for design flexibility.
 Lightweight and resilient high density fiberglass is easy to handle, yet robust enough to
be used in large panels without risk of sagging or requiring extra support.
 Two suspension system options:
Adjustable Hanger Wires

Brackets

 One wire can connect to and support up to four layered panels
 Panels can be angled up to 60° for creative installations
 Lighting fixtures can be installed directly in panels – no sagging or extra support*
*Size and weight limits apply and vary with panel shape. See installation guide for details.

Learn More >>
Scan the QR codes to view Ecophon® Solo™
Clouds installation steps
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Baffles
Creative
Applications

Baffles are distinct from clouds in that they are installed vertically. In spaces with standard
proportions and average ceiling heights, baffles can create a uniquely modern linear visual,
providing excellent sound absorption with a relatively shallow system depth.

In large atriums and clerestory spaces, suspended baffles are an even better option than
clouds, as they visually maintain the magnitude of the space without disrupting sight lines
to the top of the building.
The elegant lines of baffles can be displayed in a variety of colors and sizes.
Available in three sizes, one thickness (1.5” | 40mm), and 16 standard colors, the premium
painted surfaces (on both sides and all edges) present a finished look from every angle.
Standard Colors

Standard Shapes

Continued on next page
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Baffles, Continued
Installation

Acoustic baffles feature easy installation.
 Lightweight and resilient high density fiberglass is easy to handle
 Two installation options:
Direct Anchors

Suspended Hooks

 Demountable for accessibility
Learn More >>
Scan the QR codes to view Ecophon® Solo™
Baffles installation steps
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Direct-To-Deck
With the popularity of adaptive reuse projects in
urban areas across the country, it is not surprising
that roughly 40% of ceilings are destined for
remodeling projects. Remodels, renovations and
adaptive reuse projects can be especially
challenging. Existing building systems may not
allow for suspended ceilings and may even make
the placement of clouds and baffles difficult.

Creative
Applications

Fire suppression systems in particular may
dictate ceiling solutions, as they are essential to
the space and reconfiguring them is cost
prohibitive. Upright sprinkler heads are one of the
main reasons to use a direct-to-deck solution.
These panels are also ideal for spaces with low
ceilings, angled ceilings, or exposed wood or
metal beams.
When applied to the entire ceiling, direct-to-deck panels can simulate a monolithic drywall
finish while providing excellent sound absorption.
Applied in fields or as individual panels, they can also be used for acoustic
remediation in existing spaces like offices, retail, and restaurants without
causing major interruption to occupied areas.
Direct-to-deck panels are available in 16 colors and three edge details.
Standard Colors

Edge Details
24”x24” Beveled Edge Panels

24”x24” | 24”x48”
Square Edge Panels

24”x24” | 24”x48”
Tongue And Groove Panels

Continued on next page
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Direct-To-Deck , Continued
Installation

Direct-to-deck panels feature quick, clean installation
 Lightweight and resilient high density fiberglass is easy to handle
 Painted, reinforced edges resist damage from handling
 Choice of installation options, all of which are less labor-intensive than hanging grid and
panels:
 Direct-to-deck with adhesive
 Direct-to-deck with concrete screws
 Indirect attachment to wood furring
Learn More >>
Scan the QR codes to view Direct-To-Deck
Ecophon® Focus™ Panel installation steps
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Wall Panels
Creative
Applications

Aesthetically, the latest vertical sound absorption solutions are a long way from the
acoustic tack-boards of the past. Frameless panels with a smooth surface and clean painted
edge are available in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors.
Wall Panels are particularly
helpful in reducing echoes
and
improving
speech
intelligibility in spaces with
high ceilings and/or highly
reflective walls.

Standard Shapes

Combine 16 colors, three standards shapes,
and a variety of sizes for creative patterns.
 Fully painted edges in white or gray
 Panels can be used to turn artwork and
photography into decorative acoustic
panels

Standard Colors

Continued on next page
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Wall Panels, Continued
Installation

Wall panels feature easy installation and lasting performance.
 Lightweight panels have two mounting options:
Connect Trim For Larger Panels

Connect Hook For Smaller Panels

 0.95 NRC for maximum sound absorption
Learn More >>
Scan the QR code to view an Akusto™ One
Wall Panel installed in 45 seconds

Continued on next page
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Wall Panels, Continued
Creative
Applications

Wall Panels can be used as a complement and / or alternative to acoustical ceiling panels,
for excellent acoustical performance within a space. Plant-based technology combines high
recycled glass content with a renewable plant-based binding agent, completely replacing
traditional petroleum-based binding.

Akusto™ Wall C Texona*

Akusto™ Wall C Super G*

An expressive sound absorbing wall solution,
Texona’s surface has a glass-fibre fabric finish Texona
has a smooth textured surface, is impact resistant,
and features colors chosen in collaboration with
interior designers, architects and textile designers.

Designed for environments where impact occurs.
Super G is a glass-fibre fabric woven specially to
provide a high impact resistance. The combination of
this strong fabric and a high-density glass wool core,
makes it ideal for wall and ceiling absorbers.

Standard Colors

Standard Colors

*Source: Ecophon.com

Continued on next page
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Wall Panels, Continued
Creative
Applications,
continued

Wall Panels can be installed in many different ways. The different profile systems make it
possible to mount wall panels from floor to ceiling, either horizontally or vertically. You can
also divide your wall into smaller fields to create patterns, or create your own arrangement.
Each wall panel has kerfed/beveled long edges enabling the
panels to receive an internal spline. The beveled edges create
a narrow groove between each panel. The short sides of panels
are square. The entire panel assembly is framed by extruded
aluminum trim equipped with modular corner pieces.
Several options are available for mounting the wall panels.

Thinline profile is an elegant solution made from
aluminum. And when you combine it with Connect
Structure profile, it allows you to create fields of colors
and patterns, both vertically and horizontally. The edge
radius of the frame is less than 2mm, making it very
suitable for use in nurseries and schools.

WP profile is a robust profile solution that establishes
a distinct frame around the wall panel. The system
includes both inner and outer corners, which allows
you to create non rectangular shapes, or to create
space for a flat-screen TV or perhaps a whiteboard in
the middle of your wall panel.

Learn More >>
Scan the QR code to learn more about
Akusto™ Wall Panel installation
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces
Open Space
Acoustics

Instead of everybody having their own designated desk, the trend today is to design offices
where you perform different activities in different areas of the office. This means you have
to move as your tasks change between work that demands concentration, talking on the
phone, meetings, video conferencing, teamwork, brainstorming or multitasking desk work.
It is not enough just to place people in different sections of an office. If you don’t attend to
acoustics, speech will spread throughout the office, sound will bounce off walls, ceilings
and floors and create echoes, people will raise their voices to be heard and the overall sound
level will escalate. Basically, you will have a poor working environment.

Targeted
Acoustic
Design

In order to meet these diverse acoustic goals and maintain a unified design, CertainTeed
uses a Targeted Acoustics strategy to design indoor environments. This method uses
multiple acoustic panels, to achieve the right acoustic performance in each space, without
compromising visual impact or budget.
This simple strategy begins by defining spaces from three perspectives – purpose, people
and properties, and then finding the common ground where all perspectives benefit.
 The purpose of the space – What type of activities is the space intended to
accommodate? Is it a space for focus and concentration? Socialization and collaboration?
Performance or events? Is privacy or confidentiality an issue?
 The people in the space – Who will be using the space? Will it be individuals? Small
groups? Large gatherings? Will multiple people be communicating at once, or will one
person be communicating to a group? Will any of the occupants be elderly or hearing
impaired?
 The properties of the space – How does the space relate to the building and the
environment? Is it large or small? Are there a lot of hard, reflective surfaces like concrete
and glass? What spaces are near it and what activities will take place in them? Are the
resources of sound beside the occupants to consider (e.g. HVAC systems, machinery,
office or medical equipment)?
To choose the right ceiling panel for a space, you also need to determine the type of sound
control required (absorption or blocking) and the level of each (minimal, moderate, high or
maximum).
Most spaces require at least some level of sound absorption, which controls background
noise and quiets the room. Situations requiring a higher level of sound absorption are:
 Activities requiring occupants to focus or concentrate
 Larger numbers of occupants
 Occupants with impaired hearing
 Small spaces
 Spaces with a lot of hard surfaces
 Spaces with background mechanical or HVAC noise
Noise blocking limits the amount of noise leaking into adjacent rooms, and it’s not always
necessary — particularly in open spaces. Situations that demand noise blocking include:
 Performance activities
 Activities or events involving one speaker
 A need to maintain privacy or confidentiality
 Adjacent to spaces that require quiet
Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Targeted
Acoustic
Design,
continued

Let’s take a step back to The Importance Of Acoustics lesson, and apply that to the three
environments we discussed: education, the workplace, and healthcare.

Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Targeted
Acoustic
Design,
continued

The next step is to think about how you can make it happen. What are the acoustic elements
you need to consider? Keep in mind, communication is positive…noise is not.
 Sound propagation: Sound spreading through a space.
 Without preventing sound propagation, sound will spread throughout the space leading
to increased sound levels and constant disturbance.
 Radius of comfort: The distance sound travels before it is perceived to be halved (speech
at 58 dB to where it doesn’t disturb us much at 48 dB).
 The shorter the distance – the better
 General sound strength: The combination of all sounds in a space.
 A high sound level leads to people having to raise their voices to be heard above all the
surrounding noise.
 Reverberation: Sound that bounces back to you.
 In smaller spaces and larger spaces with a lot of hard surfaces, it is easy for sound and
speech to bounce off walls and surfaces and create echoes. These echoes will make it
hard to hear what you want to hear.
 Speech clarity: Being able to be heard and understood without having to raise your voice.
 Late reflections (echoes) and background noise from installations, such as office
equipment and video projectors / beamers, reduce speech clarity and hinder
communication.

All of this leads up to the desired acoustic solution to be designed.

Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Coverage &
Placement

Clouds
On average, 30 - 60% coverage with Clouds achieves sound absorption similar to a
suspended ceiling. But placement is key to acoustic performance.
The closer to the origin of the sound, the better. In spaces where speech is the primary
sound source, installing clouds in the middle of the space rather than close to the ceiling is
more efficient, because they absorb sound that has bounced off the deck.

How much more efficient? A 16 square foot absorber (e.g. Square) installed 40 inches from
the ceiling absorbs 15% more sound than one installed 8 inches from the ceiling. Spacing
units at least 18 inches apart also ensures better sound absorption.

Baffles
Like clouds, the square footage of baffles should equal 30 - 60% of the ceiling square
footage. Baffles also perform best when they are positioned to allow sound to move
between and bounce off them. In the case of baffles, that placement has to do with the
distance between them. Sound absorption is optimized when rows or checkerboard
patterns are spaced a minimum of 24 inches apart.

Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Coverage &
Placement,
continued

Direct-To-Deck Panels
Whether the panels are mounted with glue or screws, with an NRC range of 0.75 - 0.80,
they have absorption levels similar to high-performance suspended ceiling panels. As a
result, they should cover as much of the ceiling as possible.
The correct direct-to-deck panel for the space, depends on the placement (as individual
tiles, fields, or full coverage), and the condition of the attachment surface.
System

Single Tiles

Fields

Fully Covering

Focus B, Glue
Focus SQ, Glue
Focus F, Screw or Glue












Attachment Surface
Even
Slightly Uneven
Uneven

Focus B

Focus SQ

Focus F








**

*Require an edge covering trim
**For very uneven surfaces, attach Focus F to pre-mounted furring

Wall Panels
The amount of wall panel coverage required depends on the use of the space. In educational
settings, panels should be equal to 10 - 25% of the floor area.
In smaller spaces such as dining rooms or conference rooms, panels equal to
as little as 8 - 13% of the floor area will significantly improve speech clarity
and reduce reverberation time.
Ideally, wall panels should be positioned in alignment with the sound source, and as close
to it as possible. In an open plan office or classroom setting, panels should be placed at the
height of a seated employee or student. Placing panels on two adjacent walls will prevent
echoes between parallel reflecting walls.
Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Coverage &
Placement,
continued

Wall Panels, continued

 Direct sound reflects horizontally
 It will not allow the ceiling to help
 Introduction of an irregular surface
redirects horizontal waves

 For example, furniture can act as the
“irregular surface”

 Optimal solution = Introduction of a
wall absorber

 Sound is not redirected…it’s absorbed!
 Ceiling does the rest
 Result = Shorter Reverberation Time

Continued on next page
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Acoustic Fundamentals For Open Spaces , Continued
Product
Based
Acoustical
Improvement

How much acoustic improvement can be expected from each product? It depends on the
amount of coverage.
The chart below compares a wall-to-wall ceiling with various alternatives – including no
ceiling at all.

Material required:
1,000 sq. ft. space
w/12 ft. ceiling
height (12,000 FT3)
RT (reverberation
time)
Adjusted RT
w/addition of 8
panels (2 ctn.)
Ecophon Akusto
Wall Panel C

Exposed
Structure: No
Ceiling

Ecophon® Solo™
Clouds 60%
Coverage

Ecophon® Solo™
Baffles 30%
Coverage

Ecophon®
Focus™ B, F, SQ
Direct-To-Deck

Wall-To-Wall
Suspended
Ceiling

--

40 Solo Squares
(≈ 620 sq. ft.)

40 Solo Baffles
(≈ 310 sq. ft.)

250 Focus
SQ/600mm
(≈ 1,000 sq. ft.)

125 Symphony f
2 ft. x 4 ft.
panels
(≈ 1,000 sq. ft.)

3.2 sec

0.54 sec

1.25 sec

0.66 sec

0.45 sec

1.85 sec

--

0.98 sec

--

--
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CertainTeed…At A Glance
Who We Are

CertainTeed is a subsidiary of Saint-Gobain, the world’s largest building materials
company, with a 350-year legacy of innovation and growth.

Continued on next page
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CertainTeed…At A Glance, Continued
Who We Are,
continued

Founded In 1904 as the General Roofing
Manufacturing Company, the firm's slogan "Quality
Made Certain, Satisfaction Guaranteed," quickly
inspired the name CertainTeed.

Continued on next page
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CertainTeed…At A Glance, Continued
Ceilings
Portfolio

All-Purpose
Acoustic Panels

High-Performance
Acoustic Panels

Specialty Acoustic
Panels

Suspension Systems

Versatile panels in
the most popular
sizes, textures and
acoustic ratings,
designed for
maximum quality
and value

Superior products
for spaces that
demand higher
standards in
acoustics, design
and cleanability

Specialty shapes and
materials for design
impact in more
visible spaces

Optimal
performance,
aesthetics and
design flexibility

Includes premium
density fiberglass
clouds and baffles,
as well as unique
acoustic gypsum

Easier and faster
to install

Easy to cut, install
and handle

Denser construction
for higher durability
Superior surface and
edges for clean,
finished look
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Designed with
installers in
partnership with one
of the leading steel
manufacturers in
North America

Custom Engineered
Acoustic Solutions
Through Decoustics,
CertainTeed Ceilings
offers custom
engineered wood,
translucent, fabric
and custom painted
wall and ceiling
solutions designed
for acoustical
artistry in highimpact spaces
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